The growth of financial technology is a marked trend as Price Waterhouse Coopers observes fintech as 'a dynamic segment at the intersection of the financial services and technology sectors where technology-focused start-ups and new market entrants innovate the products and services currently provided by the traditional financial services industry'.
established 'categories' of payment development, but we show that the separate developments are also in large part due to public policy objectives. We establish the key institutional tenets of payment systems in both large value and retail payment architecture and show that they have evolved to secure efficiency for users in the discharge of payments, but also public policy objectives in safety, confidence and consumer protection in the commercial conduct of payment. This discussion is based chiefly on developments in the UK, EU and US where institutional maturity has been achieved. Arguably the same commercial objectives and public policy needs subsist more widely, and large value transfer systems are very similar worldwide. Even in retail payment systems where certain institutional tenets are not highly developed in some jurisdictions, our discussion relates to issues of common interest.
Section B then discusses each of the three types of payment innovation identified in this article. We raise key examples observed across a number of different parts of the world, and discuss their compatibility or 'substitutive potential' 5 with the institutions of payment systems discussed earlier. This Section critically discusses if each type of payment innovation has the potential to bring about institutional change. Section C concludes.
A. The Institutionalisation of Fundamental Tenets in Payment Systems
Payment, an act involving the giving and receipt of value, is usually effected in processes involving a number of intermediaries, constituting a payment system. This is because payment is not always made via the physical tender of cash between bilateral parties at the same location, which achieves the completion and finality of payment. Where parties are not at the same physical location, and physical cash is not used, the transfer of value to achieve payment involves processes where intermediaries perform the functions of verifying identities, payment instructions, source of funds, location of receipt, execution of payment, and ledger adjustments on the part of the entities serving the giver and receiver, so as to achieve final settlement where all risks in the payment processes are discharged. In the words of a couple of commentators, payment involves 'custodians, cash correspondents, clearing members, .., settlement agents…' constituting a payment system. 6 The payment system is a system of coordinating intermediaries for the payor and payee. In such a coordinating paradigm, the payor runs the risk of agency costs in terms of the efficiency and cost at which the payment is effected; the risk of default costs in terms of the solvency of the intermediaries effecting the payment; and the risk of legal costs if the payment is defectively effected or not at all, resulting in legal risk of public or private law enforcement against the payor. The payee runs the risk of the same agency costs, the risk of default costs in terms of the solvency of the intermediaries or the payor, and the same risk of legal costs. Intermediaries also incur risks, as their desire to lower agency cost may result in their advancing of liquidity between payor and payee before settlement is achieved, and thus incur the risk of default costs if the payor should become insolvent. 7 Further, intermediaries may incur the risk of legal costs in disputed payments on the basis of fraud, mistake or legal non-compliance. The need to minimise transaction costs is a key driver for certain coordination mechanisms to have arisen in payment systems. This is one driver for the institutionalisation of certain fundamental tenets in payment systems, in particular the tenets relating to efficiency and risk mitigation.
The theoretical lens of economic institutionalisation sheds some light on how institutions of payment systems arose. Coase 8 and North developed the perspectives that economic organisation is driven by the need to minimise transaction costs, and that 'institutions', which are defined as 'humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interaction' 9 are sets of informal or formal rules that arise out of the need to minimise the cost of uncertainties in exchange. In a paradigm of necessary coordination amongst many intermediaries effecting a payment transaction between payor and payee, efficiency-based drivers have been important to cementing a set of institutions that mitigate the risks on all sides discussed above.
Further, as payment systems enjoy network effects, 10 becoming spheres of highly coordinated connectivity of socio-economic relations, the economy and society perspective 11 provides further support for understanding how certain fundamental tenets in payment systems become institutions of social confidence and trust. We see the network effects of payment systems as a sociological phenomenon reflecting private sector cooperation as well as private and public sector coordination, 12 beyond what is merely efficient, in order to maintain what has become a 'public infrastructure' 13 or collective good.
The establishment of certain institutions in payment systems, including by regulation, induces social confidence and trust, sustaining the public infrastructure or collective good. Social trust has been characterised as the necessary 'bridge' between transaction (contract) and execution (which is payment and settlement).
confidence and trust in the norms and expected behaviour within the community; the second is that such norms and expected behaviour are supported by law and regulation which achieve commercial objectives of efficiency and public interest objectives in safety, therefore strengthening the network effects of payment systems.
We also think that there may be a case for considering whether the sociological phenomenon of trust in professionalised or expert systems is important to sustaining social confidence and trust in existing payment systems. 16 The 'professionalised' or 'expert' quality in existing payment systems is very much bound up in the established nature of certain payment intermediary businesses, chiefly banks, 17 that have enjoyed a high level of public trust, which although damaged after the global financial crisis 2007-9, 18 is to a large extent being repaired by a greatly enhanced level of regulatory control. 19 Further, social confidence or trust may be reposed in the key institution of central bank support in payment systems, a fundamental tenet that we will discuss in greater detail. The central bank, seen in many jurisdictions as the keeper of economic health, and usually independent of governments, is still trusted as a technocracy that can deliver public interest in overall economic welfare. 20 This central institution of many payment systems in no small part underpins social confidence and trust in existing payment systems.
The institutional perspective of payment systems is an important one. This is because institutions, embodied in norms of formal and informal types that relate to standards, procedures and outcomes, are a culmination of shared expectations and objectives, and provide an enduring system of meeting them. The enduring quality of such a system is not necessarily a stagnation and ossification, but can be seen as serving fundamental premises and needs. At a higher level, this argument is advanced by Acemoglu and Robinson 21 to explain why certain nations hold on to the outcomes of stability and prosperity while others fail. They are of the view that the institutional choices made by countries play a key part in determining the ultimate outcomes, a key institution being that of democracy. 22 In 16 Above at chapter 3. 17 The domination of banks will be discussed shortly. 18 For eg Luiz Carlos Bresser-Pereira, ' 22 That inclusive institutions where people play a larger part in shaping political and governance decisions fared better than extractive institutions which supported the distribution of power to the elite few.
the much narrower application to this article, institutions are arguably key to the outcomes of reliability and safety in payment systems, both desired from the points of view of economic efficiency as well as public good. Taking such an institutional view of the payment system sets the context for analysing the place for commercially-driven competition and the potential achievements of disruptive payment innovations.
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At this juncture it may be argued that the institutions of payment systems, driven by efficiency factors and public policy have merely established a highly entrenched structure that is susceptible to uncompetitive practices, such as high cost, poor service standards and unresponsiveness to user needs. An institutional perspective of the payment system must not merely reinforce the incumbents' stranglehold upon the payment system. We acknowledge that these are valid concerns, but the network effects of existing payment systems are not merely a commercial phenomenon. They reflect public policy interests and objectives, and the socio-economic behaviour of users and intermediaries. 24 Hence a balanced perspective should be taken-arguably that market competition and commercial innovations should be fostered where those are superior in delivering social benefits but in a manner that does not compromise the protection of public goods.
We devote some space to examining the key institutions in large value and retail payment systems respectively. In large value payment systems we see how meeting commercial outcomes and public good have converged into key institutions for payment dominated by banks as actors in the payment system. In retail payment systems, bank domination has however produced market failures that are now addressed by consumer protection regulation. The implications of consumer protection are key in defining the institutions that need to be maintained in retail payment systems.
The Institutions of Large Value Payment Systems
The commercial needs of business transactions demand payment processes that can achieve large value transfers 25 within as short as possible a timeframe. Risk mitigation is improved with the shorter time period taken for large payments to be processed and settled, as agency, default and legal risks on all sides are minimised. 26 Large value transfers are also a significant generator of revenue for all payment intermediaries. 27 The commercial incentives in processing large value payments have culminated in coordination mechanisms domestically and internationally. A key 23 29 and Fedwire in the US 30 is a coordinated network of entities carrying out payment clearing and settlement. The network is however bank-dominated, as mutual trust persists among peer clearing entities. The existence of mutual trust is in no small part due to central bank support, which we discuss shortly, as being key to giving clearing entities their peer regard inter se. Central bank support exists pursuant to the public interest objectives underlying the maintenance of stable, reliable and risk-managed large value transfer systems, firmly establishing the public good nature of payment infrastructure as critical infrastructure. In sum, the key institutions of large value payment systems, whether national or international, feature these three key institutional tenets of a network of peer clearing entities enjoying central bank support which underlie the achievement of both commercial objectives and public good.
In the UK, the national large value payment system is the Clearing House Automated Payment System (CHAPS). CHAPS was formed in 1984 to offer a same-day clearing and settlement service for large value transfers. CHAPS was formed as a company by banks that were members of the Association of Payments and Clearing Services (APACS), now a not-for-profit organisation known as UK Payments Administration. 31 The Bank of England was admitted as an inaugural member but also a member as of right. 32 The set-up of CHAPS reflected the ethos of a network of private sector banks which regarded each other as peers in order to carry out the multilateral coordination needed for clearing and settlement, tasks that needed to be strongly anchored in trust. 33 These peer clearing banks all maintain clearing accounts at the Bank of England. These mutually trusting relationships underpinned the largely self-regulating nature of the large value transfer system for a long time 34 in delivering commercial needs for the purposes of overall social good and utility. CHAPS remains a membership-based organisation with 20 banks in its membership that have the common stake of being a 'shareholder' in the corporate structure of CHAPS. Its membership list now includes several large foreign banks and not just UK-domiciled banks.
CHAPS, as a membership-based organisation, is a reflection of the Coasean theory of internalisation of transaction costs. As peer members in a common organisation, CHAPS participants trust each other to clear payment mandates (ie to verify senders' identities, instructions etc) and process payment instructions in order to credit the designated payees. This is far more efficient than a bilateral correspondent banking system, where banks would have to maintain accounts with each other. Settlement would have to take place at the level of peer accounts maintained with a common entity as only the adjustment of account balances maintained at a common independent entity achieves objective and final settlement. This would occur at the central bank. Therefore the need to achieve settlement finality based on central bank accounts becomes undoubtedly a condition that delimits the boundaries of membership in CHAPS, as only banking institutions meeting a reserve requirement would be eligible for accounts at the central bank. 35 Although subsequent legislation in The Financial Markets and Insolvency (Settlement Finality) Regulations 1999 has not limited participation in CHAPS to only banks, the conditions of participation could be regarded as skewed towards banks in terms of the regulatory thresholds and compliance that need to be met.
Central bank support is an institution of efficiency, providing the 'ultimate settlement asset' for all participants. 36 However, it is also increasingly a means of channelling public policy influence into shaping and maintaining the large value payment system. This is because despite the essentially private nature of the payment system, the large value payment system is regarded as public infrastructure 37 which causes systemic implications if problems occur. If the insolvency of one bank or two in the system causes a knock-on effect upon others, systemic failures and instability can arise. The Bank of England has been reposed with a mandate to maintain financial stability, and therefore engages in policies affecting risk mitigation and overall oversight in the payment system, in order to maintain stature of the payment system as public infrastructure capable of continuity even in stressed times. Hence clearing banks in the UK are imposed with obligations to maintain business continuity if crises occur. They are subject to regulatory oversight in terms of recovery and resolution planning 38 as well as stress-testing. 39 Public policy and prudential regulation in the UK support the establishment of key payment institutions in the form of the network or coterie of 'peer' clearing entities supported by central bank support. This is because these institutions are crucial to settlement and finality which ultimately affect the systemic risks of the payment system. Central banks have also played a significant part in establishing risk mitigation policies in large value transfer systems. The Bank of England encouraged the move by CHAPS to replace a settlement process known as 'Deferred Net Settlement' (DNS) with 'Real-time Gross Settlement' (RTGS) by 1996. The reliability and speed of payment clearing and settlement in large value transfers is not only regarded as a commercial service that private payment services providers would be incentivised to offer, due to the demands of their users, but also regarded as a desirable standard in the interests of public policy. Until 1996, CHAPS participants would use a system whereby member banks made final settlement between themselves based on the net of inflows and outflows at the end of the settlement cycle or day. Such final settlement is usually made by participant banks across their accounts held at the central bank. DNS was an efficient form of settlement but participants ran the insolvency risk of a counterparty member occurring within the day before end-of-day settlement.
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The policy preference for reducing settlement risk from such insolvency risk drove the adoption of the RTGS by CHAPS in 1996. RTGS would ensure within-the-day real-time settlement of large value transfers, by constant crediting and debiting of banks' accounts at the central bank as payment mandates came in. The RTGS provides security of final settlement for users, therefore assuring public confidence which is key to maintaining financial stability. 41 The RTGS however requires the peer clearing banks to have sufficient liquidity to facilitate these gross settlements of each payment mandate, which can be more costly for them than if they were allowed to net the inflows and outflows at the end of day. Hence the central bank plays the crucial part of supplying intra-day liquidity at little or no cost to peer clearing entities in the system. 42 The intraday liquidity provision by the central bank is arguably not different from a public backstop for the large value payment system, reflecting the special status of the network of peer clearing entities entitled to such support and the stature of the payment system as public good or infrastructure.
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A not dissimilar development is observed in the European TARGET2 large value payment system, which, at a higher level above any member state, is a consolidated real-time gross settlement payment system operated and overseen by the European Central Bank and its member national central banks , in order to clear and settle large value transfers in euro across the European Union.
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TARGET2 offers a single platform for clearing and settlement and a single price structure, after having graduated from TARGET which was a previously decentralised system coordinated by the ECB in relation to the central bank settlement systems maintained by each member state. National 40 46 In particular, insolvency law is disapplied in order not to disrupt the finality of transfer orders and collateral enforcement, so as to protect confidence and stability in payment systems. The ECB also regards TARGET2 as public infrastructure and subjects the system to adequate governance and risk management, as well as the application of the Settlement Finality Directive. 47 In the US, Fedwire is the equivalent real-time gross settlement system for large value payments, 48 again underpinned by central bank support (Fedwire is the coordinated effort of all federal reserve banks in the US), for its members. Fedwire participants include most if not all banking corporations in the US, large investment firms and funds, some public agencies, many foreign national central banks and large foreign banks. 49 In terms of Fedwire participants, the almost 10,000 participants would dwarf the membership of CHAPS or TARGET2, and this would seem contrary to the article's proposition that a special network or coterie of peer clearing entitiess is an institutional feature of large value payment systems. However, we propose that the nature of Fedwire participants is consistent with those of CHAPS and TARGET2. Fedwire participants are largely regulated banks and financial institutions, and foreign national central banks, a composition not dissimilar in nature to CHAPS and TARGET2. Regulated financial institutions provide a basis for the peer standing needed for mutual trust in coordination to achieve settlement and finality, and being eligible for central bank support.
This policy preference 50 for risk mitigation in the system has reinforced the institutions in large value payment systems as being: the network or coterie of peer clearing entities which are regarded to be delivering commercial objectives and public good through central bank support.
Next, the stability and confidence in payment systems is also anchored in their being free from abuse, such as money laundering of proceeds of crime. Although anti-money laundering regulation cuts across to retail payment too and extends to all institutions that may come into possible contact with proceeds of crime such as casinos, real estate agents etc, 51 financial institutions are especially susceptible to providing the conduits for money laundering and are hence under the regulatory spotlight. There is now extensive regulation of banks and financial institutions in terms of customer due diligence, 52 internal control and anti-money laundering procedures and alerting systems, 53 as well as suspicious reporting to the authorities. 54 Anti-money laundering monitoring has itself become a compliance institution in many banks and financial institutions, employing both specialist human capital 55 and 'regtech'. 56 Hence, regulation of payment systems has extended to combating financial crime and anti-money laundering and such regulation, whether rightly or wrongly, has been designed to leverage upon the existing organisational systems of control within banks and financial institutions, in order to achieve efficiency and effectiveness in gatekeeping against abuse of payment or value transfer systems. 57 Further, the scope of 'financial crime' is being extended with the criminalisation of tax evasion 58 and bribery, 59 further increasing the burdens placed on banks and financial institutions in their due diligence and internal control systems. In many jurisdictions' battle against tax evasion, we see financial institutions being specifically enrolled to become gatekeepers and informants, such as compliance with automatic information reporting regimes. In the US and to an extent in the EU (and transposed in the UK), automatic information reporting regimes require banks and financial institutions having customers whose origins are in the abovementioned jurisdictions to report their identities and relevant assets for taxation purposes. 60 The scope of assets covered in the US legislation FATCA is very wide, but the EU legislation 61 is limited to savings income. These regulatory obligations are on the one hand changing the nature of commercial services that banks provide, but on the other hand reinforce the institution of the network or coterie of peer clearing entities as they are entrusted with specific public interest responsibilities in gatekeeping or informing.
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The institutions of the large value payment systems are ultimately anchored in the needs to supervise money flows and to ensure that legitimate transfers achieve settlement and finality, meeting both commercial objectives and public policy goals. These are achieved by the network of peer clearing entities entitled to central bank support and supervised by the central bank. These institutions are arguably in a 'settled' state in the UK, and also in the EU and US.
Next, we posit that where large value transfers involve cross-border payments outside of the euroarea or not in US dollars, the institutionalisation of international level payment systems follow a similar path as that adopted in national systems, also featuring the crucial tenets of peer clearing status for intermediaries involved, underlined by central bank support and approximating the status of public international infrastructure.
International Large Value Payments
International payments involving foreign currency are often made via correspondent banking networks. In this payment transaction, the payor's bank may maintain an account of deposits with a range of banks in other countries. If a payor customer instructs a payment instruction to be paid out in a foreign jurisdiction, usually in that jurisdiction's currency, the payor's bank would instruct its relevant correspondent bank to make payment to the ultimate payee or payee's bank. Correspondent banking is based on bilateral trust and mutual respect for each other, and the services are often reciprocal in nature. 63 As will be discussed shortly, the transfer of international retail payments may involve other institutions such as local shop agents (for Western Union) or postoffices (Euro-giro), but based on the same principle of having bilateral or network relationships with similar or peer outfits in foreign jurisdictions in order to coordinate the transfer. Large value international payments still tend to be routed through bank-based relationships, and this could be due to the perception of safety and security with using banks as financial institutions having peer status, in no small part due to the regulated nature of such financial institutions.
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The bilateral relationships described above do not necessarily make for a fast large value transfer, and risks remain in relation to counterparty intermediaries' solvency. The equivalent of a national real-time gross settlement system at the international level can now be found in the form of the Continuous Linked Settlement (CLS) services. CLS Group is a private corporate group with international subsidiaries and is subject to oversight by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. One of its subsidiaries the CLS Bank has attained equivalent status as a bank but focuses only on international currency transfer and settlement. CLS maintains central bank accounts in all of the currencies it offers settlement, and is able to achieve a real-time payment versus payment settlement standard. This means that transfer orders routed to CLS are settled by CLS by debiting its account with the relevant central bank in which the payor's currency is denominated, and crediting its account with the central bank account in which the payee's currency is denominated. 65 This settlement achieves both efficiency and finality, meeting users' ultimate needs. However, the efficient business model of the CLS cannot be achieved otherwise than by central bank support in all of the currencies it offers settlement, and such central bank recognition can only be earned through subjection to regulation and oversight for the public infrastructure nature of CLS' functions. It is thus subject to the oversight of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York which designates the CLS as being a systemically important financial market infrastructure. 66 As a regulated financial institution, the CLS is also subject to anti-money laundering and terrorist financing regulation in the US as well as the FATCA. CLS currently processes almost over half of all international large value transfers.
Even for controlled currencies such as the Chinese renminbi, international large value transfers are cleared and settled based on the same institutional concepts of clearing banks recognised as having peer status and central bank support for settlement finality. Settlement finality of the renminbi is achieved via the crediting and debiting of accounts held by recognised clearing banks in the People's Bank of China, the Chinese central bank. The renminbi is a controlled currency but there is growing international need for it to be used for international payments. 67 Hence the People's Bank of China has achieved a compromise by recognising a select coterie of clearing banks in offshore jurisdictions for renminbi transfers, usually a foreign branch of one of its large four state-controlled commercial banks, the Bank of China, the Chinese Construction Bank, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China or Agricultural Bank of China. 68 Foreign banks are able to provide offshore renminbi services for their customers based on bilateral accounts with the designated offshore Chinese clearing bank branches. Hong Kong enjoys a special status as an international renminbi business hub as its clearing banks that enjoy access to the Hong Kong Monetary Authority's RTGS system is able to link up with the Chinese high value RTGS system maintained by the People's Bank of China. This makes Hong Kong a choice location for the clearing and settlement of renminbi transactions. 69 The key institutional features of large value payment systems are arguably in a 'settled state'. This may however be regarded as insufficiently competitive, and arguably this is reflected in relatively high user charges that are paid for clearing and settling large value transfers.
70 Is competition the answer to disrupt the apparent complacency observed? In Section B, we discuss the advent of distributed ledger technologies that may reform clearing and settlement as practised. However a note of caution is warranted: competition may drive efficiency improvements where there is slack. In the large value transfer systems discussed above, there is little slack, due to central bank support for the RTGS. Further the cost of using the large value transfer system reflects the cost needed to secure central bank support and meeting regulatory compliance, all of which can be regarded as 'correctly' priced. In an arguably limited space, competitors also need to meet the multi-faceted objectives in both commercial and public policy served by the large value payment system. The institutional analysis above is not intended to dismiss the utility of introducing competition into large value payment systems but is necessary to put into perspective the salience of competition in this 66 See https://www.cls-group.com/About/CG/Pages/default.aspx. 67 Domestic importers may wish to avoid the costs of using a foreign currency while foreign counterparties increasingly warm to holding renminbi accounts due to increasing trade activities and relations with Chinese counterparties. See Shen Wei, 'Cross-border Trade Settlement in Renminbi: Risks, Implications and Prospects' (2013) 11 Journal of International Banking Law and Regulation 448. 68 However the system used for clearing and settlement at the People's Bank of China level is the deferred net settlement system which settles multiple times within the day therefore mitigating settlement risk to an extent, see 'CIPS-China's Net Hybrid Settlement System' at https://www.treasurymanagement.com/showarticle.php?pubid=1&issueid=355&article=2929&page=showarticle. 69 See HK Monetary Authority, 'The Global Offshore Renminbi Business Hb' (2015) at http://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/monetary-stability/rmb-business-in-hongkong/hkma-rmb-booklet.pdf. 70 For example, a user is typically charged £35 for using CHAPS in the UK. complex area where multi-faceted objectives need to be achieved and have indeed been achieved to a large extent.
We turn now to retail payment systems.
Retail Payment Systems
A key difference in the institutions for large value payment systems and retail payment systems is the role of central bank support, which is less prominent in the latter. This is because retail payment amounts are generally low value although high volumes of payment may be processed. It may be too costly for central banks to be involved in mitigating settlement risk, such as by providing the RTGS. Retail payment systems are a collective infrastructure that has arisen from the Coasean coordination of peer clearing banks. This has evolved from banks being the main providers of current accounts and payment services, core business functions recognised early on in judicial opinion. 71 Retail payments are cleared between banks and ultimately settled across banks' accounts held at the central bank. As discussed above, the central bank provides the ultimate settlement asset for retail payments too. However there has not been such a strong compulsion towards the RTGS in retail payments unlike central bank policy in large value transfer systems.
The relatively less involvement by the central bank in policy setting for the mechanics of clearing and settlement results in the dominance of commercial policy in retail payment systems, usually favouring the interests of clearing banks. Hence, service standards experienced by users are not the most competitive, in terms of cost, timeframe for finality to be achieved and consumer protection. 72 We may consider this space to be ripe for competitive disruption. In jurisdictions such as the UK, EU and US, a certain level of institutional maturity in retail payment systems has been attained as a result of regulatory intervention that seek to protect the public interest in consumer protection as well as the public infrastructure aspects of these systems. Regulation has adopted pro-competition features as well as prescribed minimum standards as 'public goods', and these two strategies could conflict at certain levels. Hence, market-based governance (in the form of competition) and the consumer protection objectives of public interest are key institutional features of retail payment systems in the UK, EU and US. In emerging economies such as China where regulatory governance is in earlier stages of development, retail payments are a fiercely competitive and growing market. 73 However, the same consumer protection and public infrastructure needs remain salient.
Market Failures of Retail Payment Systems
In the UK, the system that is most widely used to support clearing and settlement of retail payments is BACS (Bankers' Automated Clearing Services), which together with CHAPS is owned by the UK Payment Administration, formerly the Association of Payments and Clearing Services. BACS is a deferred net settlement system, with settlement taking place end of day across clearing entities' accounts at the central bank. This is very similar to the service standards provided by CHIPS, the 71 largest US retail payment clearing and settlement system, also on a deferred net settlement basis.
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So typically a BACS payment in the UK may only be received in the payee's account after 2-3 working days. Consumers run the risk of default of their payor or intermediaries during the clearing period. Further, the domination by the coterie of peer clearing banks in the payment system has not resulted in advancement in service and protection standards for consumers without regulatory intervention. Sans regulation, consumers may be subject to terms and conditions that are rather sharp, especially in terms of fees and charges, such as keen overdraft charges for inadvertent overdrafts. This is an area where courts have been unable to help consumers as the scope of general protection against unfair consumer terms does not include 'price' or consideration, of which bank charges are a part. 75 Consumers also typically bear the risk of fraud or mistake in payments, as courts are unwilling to hold banks liable for fraudulent payments unless the bank has been put on reasonable enquiry. 76 The overall lack of payment competition and innovation was lamented in the UK's Cruickshank report in 2000. 77 The lack of competitiveness in bank-led retail payments services is not unique to the UK, as it is observed in the US how money market funds began to challenge banks in offering cheque and transaction services to their investors. 78 The retail payment services competition in China is also due to the lack of competitive services provided by the incumbent banking sector. 79 One may think of credit cards as being disruptive innovations that have changed the landscape of payments-that cards rather than bank payments are used more than ever to transfer value in a retail context. 80 However, the leading credit card providers VISA and Mastercard are both consortia owned by banks that carry out clearing and settlement of card payments in-house. 81 There is extensive critique regarding the fees charged by these card providers to merchants for the 'interchange fees' incurred between banks as they clear and settle customers' payments to merchants. 82 A similar situation exists in China where Unionpay, a consortium owned by the incumbent banking sector dominates credit and debit card transactions. 83 High levels of interchange fees are regarded as a manifestation of the uncompetitive landscape and in some jurisdictions, regulatory intervention has taken place to keep the fees under control. 84 It may be argued that alternative systems have arisen in competition against bank-led retail payment systems worldwide. For example, mobile payments, Western Union, Euro-giro, Paypal and Alipay. These innovations to an extent challenge uncompetitive commercial policy offered by the incumbent banking sector and offers new efficiencies for the customer interface. However these efficiencies should not be achieved at the expense of less consumer protection. Further, many of these innovations do not fully penetrate the clearing and settlement system which is dominated by the coterie of peer clearing banks. 85 We are of the view that only M-PESA in Kenya is a true alternative to a bank-led retail payments system as it fully penetrates the payment process from initiation to clearing and settlement. Paypal and Alipay, discussed in Section B, to an extent create alternative payment systems, but Western Union and Euro-giro do not function independently of banks. Section B takes these discussions in further detail but we will explain why M-PESA is unique.
In mobile payment systems such as M-PESA which is prevalent in Kenya, pre-paid mobile accounts are used like current accounts, and the mobile phone operator Safari.com facilitates small consumer payments from one account to another using the mobile number as identifier for payment instruction. 86 This alternative system requires mobile phone networks to clear and settle payments, which has worked in M-PESA because of the largely unbanked nature of the population and the less restrictive regulations applicable to mobile phone operators. This system has not taken off in more developed and banked jurisdictions 87 as the regulatory costs for mobile phone operators to maintain a settlement and finality architecture would be substantial. 88 Mobile phone network operators would also need to provide for a trustworthy alternative settlement system outside of the bank-led clearing and settlement system, in order to assure customers that payment would be made and settled without running the risk of the operator's potential insolvency. For example, M-PESA institutes a trust framework at its holding company level to ringfence customers' funds in order to provide a resilient and trustworthy service. They are able to do so as having economies of scale as a virtual monopoly 89 as mobile service provider in Kenya.
In jurisdictions where banks have already built a collective infrastructure for clearing and settlement, there is a lack of incentive for alternative equivalent systems to arise due to the inefficiencies of high set-up cost and duplication. Competing retail payment services do not compete on the basis of offering a fully penetrating payment system but only in certain aspects of the payment process. This may not necessarily be seen as a market failure. The need for settlement and finality in retail payments is achieved by a network of peer clearing entities using central bank settlement. There are efficiencies in leveraging upon the current bank-based clearing and settlement system because of its already existent network effects, and because ultimate settlement of sovereign-backed currency in accounts held by the central bank is fundamental to social confidence and trust. 91 Moreover, bankled retail payment systems secure public interest objectives in stability and anti-abuse, as they are subject to regulation as critical infrastructure and in anti money-laundering, just as discussed earlier.
The most significant volumes of consumer payment remain routed through clearing and settlement systems that are led by banks.
Nevertheless where the uncompetitive aspects of payment services provided by banks are concerned, EU policy makers have taken a pro-competition stance while recognising that other public policy objectives also have to be met. A mixed approach of prescribing minimum standards and facilitating competition is observed in EU regulation also fully transposed in the UK. However, facilitating competition is not easy given the incumbents' vested interests and their powerful network effects, not to mention that the stability of these network effects is relevant to public policy objectives of financial stability and market confidence. In jurisdictions such as China where regulatory governance in retail payments is still developing, competition can achieve great strides in the consumer experience, but we believe that public interest issues relating to consumer protection and the needs of the public infrastructure will have to be reckoned with in policy-making.
Consumer protection regulation is a growing institutional feature in retail payment systems as it achieves clarity in the allocation of responsibility and risks, a necessary quality of the consumer experience of trust. 92 Consumer protection is arguably graduating to its place as a public good, 93 and the experience of more mature retail payment systems like the UK, EU and US is to provide extensively for the key tenets of consumer protection via regulation, while facilitating competition where it matters. 94 This trajectory provides lessons for emerging jurisdictions like China where retail payment innovation is growing at a heady pace. However, we see settlement and finality remaining firmly in the hands of the payment architecture fostered by peer clearing entities enjoying central bank support in terms of the settlement asset.
The Development of Consumer Protection Policy: Co-regulation between Public Policy-Makers and Industry
In the EU and UK, policy-makers have engaged in persuading the network or coterie of peer clearing entities in retail payment systems to improve on efficiencies, user choice and experience. In the UK the Payment Systems Task Force was set up in 2003 to develop national plans for the UK's retail payment systems. This task force consisted of industry representatives, independent members and a Bank of England observer, and in 2007 became the UK Payments Council, a self-regulatory organisation to recommend policies on retail payment systems but with no formal enforcement powers over its industry members. The Council had mandates to take into account stakeholder opinion and reports to the public by publishing an annual National Payments Plan. It was also anchored in public policy objectives in developing the UK's retail payment systems. One of the achievements of the Council was the introduction of the Faster Payment system, so that retail payments between certain clearing banks can be cleared and settled in real-time, riding on the back of the technological systems already in place to support the RTGS in large value transfers. However when the Council proposed to abolish the cheque as a form of retail payment in 2010, public outcry ensued. This ultimately led to an independent review of the Council which criticised its governance as being dominated by the banking industry. The Council's policy-making powers have thus been minimised with the establishment of the Payment Services Regulator under the UK Financial Conduct Authority.
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In the EU, policy-makers have been encouraging the industry to move towards a Single European Payments Area (SEPA), 96 in order to achieve efficient standards in payment services and harmonisation in consumer protection. Efficiencies and ease in payment services would greatly boost intra-EU economic commerce and growth. 97 Persuading the industry to lower the cost for cross-border payments in euro was unsuccessful shortly after the 1999 adoption of the euro, and policy makers therefore legislated in 2001 98 that euro payments made cross-border could only be charged at the same rate as domestic payments. This caused the banking industry to suffer losses in relation to cross-border payments and they formed the European Payments Council as an industry representative body in order to lobby payments policy in the EU. One of the achievements of the European Payments Council, in responding to the SEPA vision, is the standardisation of payment instructions in order to facilitate efficient payment. The introduction of the 'International Bank Account Number' and 'Branch Identifier Code' for use in all payments in the euro-area has been regarded as a successful measure. Further, the European Payments Council has been developing interoperability schemes for credit transfers and direct debits. 99 The incremental approach to policy achievements by self-regulatory bodies in the UK and EU reflects industry inertia in incurring cost to provide the public goods aspects of a retail payment infrastructure. In order to establish both commercially-driven and public policy-based institutions in retail payment systems, it would not be possible to rely only on industry-led initiatives. We think the experience of limitations in co-regulation is not likely confined to the EU and UK as the commercial objectives of payment services providers do not neatly coincide with more costly consumer protections and public interest needs. In emerging jurisdictions like China, it may be a matter of time before more regulatory governance is introduced to secure consumer protection needs, and this would invariably affect the liberal landscape for competition. 100 The introduction of the Payment Services Directive in 2007 and in 2015, together with a suite of other regulations, establishes the public good of consumer protection in retail payment systems in the UK and EU. The pursuit of the public good of consumer protection has brought about two key developments that we see as likely to persist. One is that commercial flexibility and choice 101 promoted by regulation is in a limited space for competition in retail payments, and the second is that settlement and finality is likely to remain controlled by architecture dominated by the network of peer clearing entities enjoying central bank support.
Regulation in Retail Payment Systems and the Institution of a Public Infrastructure
Due to contracting inequality and agency problems between consumers and payment providers, the allocation of responsibilities and risk may not optimally be left to private contract. 102 Regulation can be well-placed to deal with guarantees of minimum service standards, responsibilities on the part of payor and payment provider, risk allocation between them and liability issues, consumer protection and price control, all aspects susceptible to market failure. Indeed, the regulatory regime in the EU's Payment Services Directive 2007 (transposed in the UK Payment Services Regulations 2009) and the subsequent recast Directive 2015 provide a comprehensive regime that deal with all of the abovementioned aspects. 103 The UK's Consumer Credit Act 1974 also provides for consumer protection in governing credit card providers. Two governance strategies are adopted in regulationone to prescribe standards to correct market failure which have raced to the bottom, and two, to facilitate competition. It may be argued that the two strategies conflict as minimum standards could deter entry. However, limited entry reflects the public good premises in retail payment regulation. Section B will show that the space for competition in payment services does not extend to fully penetrating the entire payment system. Nevertheless, such competition could still serve socially beneficial purposes. First, regulation provides a regime for all payment services providers, so that payment service is not the exclusive preserve of banks. The de-coupling of regulating payments and banks 104 paves the way for the development of competition in the payment service provision landscape. As long as a payment service provider ('provider') can meet the criteria required for authorisation, which relates to registered office, effective governance, internal control, the fitness and propriety of management and the meeting of relevant capital adequacy requirements, 105 the provider need not be a bank. 106 This however also means that all payment services providers have to meet certain obligations for consumer protection, so that innovation is not allowed at the expense of lower consumer protection.
The EU's Payment Services Directive 2 expressly adopts the 'modularisation' of payment services. The Directive allows providers of different types to be authorised, such as payment initiation services (PISP), accounts information services (AISP) and accounts servicing payment services providers (ASPSP). The PISP deals with customer interfaces for payment, such as mobile payments, Apple pay etc, to be discussed in the next Section, while AISP deals with consolidation of financial accounts information for easier management by consumers. The ASPSP is where customers maintain their payment account, usually at a bank, and the Directive mandates that the ASPSP must allow access by the customer's PISP (where an electronic interface is used) so that customer choice in initiating payment is not obstructed. 107 It is envisaged that the PISP may be able to confirm the customer's availability of funds and such a 'clearing' role is not limited to the ASPSP. 108 Similarly access by the AISP to the customers ASPSP must be allowed if customers have consented to such. 109 Further, the FCA also maintains a register of exempt small payment institutions. 110 The modularisation of payment services legitimises competition and removes certain barriers to entry erected by banks, but also delimits the scope of competition, which may explain why it is unlikely that competition will penetrate to the levels of clearing and settlement. However, those levels of competition may be sufficient to improve user experience and cost to a significant extent.
Next, regulation provides a framework for allocating responsibilities to consumer and provider, which takes into account the needs of consumer protection. Consumers need to provide a clear payment mandate, by utilising personalised security features. In this respect providers are responsible to ensure that strong customer authentication and secure communications can be achieved. 111 This is supported by comprehensive information provision duties on the part of the provider. 112 Consumers are obliged to notify the provider in the event of unauthorised use of payment instruments, but in the absence of fraud or gross negligence, would only be responsible for up to 50 euros of loss, meaning that such a risk allocation would hold in the event of the consumer's simple negligence. 113 However it is to be noted that where credit card transactions in the UK are concerned, consumers' liability is limited to £50 where there may be misuse of credit card instruments by another person following the cardholder's loss of the card. There is no provision for the limitation of liability to be waived for gross negligence. 114 Further, credit card providers are jointly and severally liable with the supplier of goods or services paid for with the credit card, in the event of the supplier's breach for transactions exceeding £100 but below £30,000.
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Consumers are responsible for supplying the correct unique identifiers of the payee's payment services account. 116 Where the payment instrument is apparently validly executed, if the consumer denies having made authorisation for use, the burden of proof is on the provider to show that the payment was authenticated, recorded and executed correctly. 117 The provider is responsible for correct execution of a valid payment mandate, and failure to do so would result in liability to refund the payor and restore any charges associated with the payment, as well as to trace the defective payment. The payee's provider is also liable to credit funds intended for the payee if there is failure to do so upon clearing a valid incoming payment. 118 The regime for risk and responsibility allocation under this regime is generally appraised to be adequately protective of consumers, although it remains open what 'gross negligence' 119 amounts to in using payment instruments. 120 In the US, Khan argues for the need for a coherent payments law that deals with payment responsibilities and liabilities in authorisation, negligence and dishonour. 121 The allocation of risk and responsibility is a governance order that is unlikely to be provided by market forces in an optimal manner consistent with consumer protection, and may be regarded as a public good. This position is reflected in payment legislation at the federal level as well as Art 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code.
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Further, regulation provides for standardisation of service standards so that consumers are not left to the inefficiencies of commercial policy against them. For example, EU regulation provides that payment charges are to be transparent and to be allocated in such a way that the payee should not be debited a charge by their payment services provider. 123 Regulation has also now been introduced to cap interchange fees for credit cards to 0.3% of the transaction, and to 0.2% of the transaction for debit cards. 124 Further payment services providers must also meet the benchmark service standard of crediting the payee's payment services account within 1 business day from the receipt of the payment mandate, 125 an improvement from the previous standard of 3 business days.
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Consumer protection is also at the centre of obligations imposed on payment services providers to secure their systems and protect their functions. 127 Customer alternative dispute resolution services are to be made available by payment services providers as part of the regulatory duties imposed on them for complaints-handling. 128 As consumer protection has become a public good, mandatory risk allocations and compliance with consumer protection obligations may mean increased cost for providers and such may affect the prospects of competition.
Finally, a 'public good' that European policy-makers desire to deliver is the integrated market supported by the SEPA. Hence, regulation has been introduced to make payment systems in member states 'reachable' and interoperable based on common standards and formats for credit transfers and direct debits. 129 However, the promotion of interoperability of existing settlement systems is likely to produce a form of consolidation by incumbent bank-led clearing and settlement. 130 On the one hand this could achieve economies of scale and efficiencies and promote the user experience, but on the other hand the trend towards consolidation or centralisation could also negatively impact upon the prospects of competition and the modularisation of payment services discussed above.
Retail payment systems have become highly regulated for public policy objectives in consumer protection. However the contest between supporting consumer choice and consumer protection means that: although the space for competitive improvement of the retail payment experience is overtly protected, it is at the same time a space that is delineated. Settlement and finality architecture remains largely impenetrable although the advent of distributed ledger technology may provide some challenge. We turn now to the role of disruptive payment innovation and competition.
B. Payment Innovations and Impact
In this Section we discuss the three payment innovations relating to interfaces, virtual currency and distributed technologies. These three areas may be regarded as promising in terms of their competitive impact. We however take the view that competition, understood in the institutional perspective of payment systems, provides only a limited perspective to the disruptive nature of these innovations.
New Payment Interfaces
Payment innovation by banks has so far been incremental. Cheques remain a key payment instrument in the US, while debit and credit cards dominate in the EU. 131 As Hirschmann 132 has rightly pointed out, consumer preferences for payment interfaces may be influenced by many factors, such as perceived security and safety, the existence of rewards such as loyalty benefits, speed, or in some cases, personal fascination in engaging with certain interfaces, 133 such as induced by technology-led payment innovations today.
Technological innovations in changing payment interfaces are on the rise. Although not exclusively so, many of these innovations have arisen to support online or e-commerce. 134 Paypal arose to support individuals conducting commerce over ebay, so that buyers can pay their sellers using an email address. 135 The Chinese equivalent of ebay which is Taobao, is supported by Alipay as commercial transactions grew in volume on Taobao. 136 Amazon pay provides a system where consumers' payment information may be stored securely, and may be called up using '1-click' 137 technology to pay for goods and services over Amazon.com, or at other merchants' websites.
In this landscape, many payment innovations relate to user interfaces in payment initiation. They provide competition at one level and do not penetrate to the levels of clearing and settlement. Paypal and Alipay may however present more substitutive challenges. For example, Amazon's 1-click offers innovation in storing customer's card information, and facilitating quick checkout. It does not offer a fully penetrating alternative clearing and settlement system. In terms of mobile phone-based payment interfaces, Apple pay allows users to initiate payment using a mobile phone interface, by storing customers' credit or debit card information in its digital wallet on its devices, which range from the iphone, ipad and iwatch. 138 Social media companies are also active in developing payment applications so that users can pay each other, effecting what seems like peer-to-peer payments outside of established bank networks. 139 Wechat pay which is developed by Tencent in China allows users on Wechat's social media network to pay each other easily. However, these new payment interfaces are usually based on linking bank account information to the new interface in question, whether it is an Apple device or a social media account. Wechat pay works on the basis of users linking their Wechat accounts to their WeBank accounts. 140 New interfaces ultimately plug into the banking sector, in order to achieve the public good of settlement and finality necessary to sustain public trust in using those interfaces.
Innovation in payment interfaces draws much attention due to their integration with our favourite gadgets such as the smartphone or tablet. However such innovation is far from novel. For example in international payments, we see Western Union as a successful international retail payment system where agents in local corner shops are linked up to a common technological system to process receipt of customer's money, transfer and withdrawal by the payee. The appealing user interface in this case is that of the familiar local corner shop. However, the Western Union network in fact relies on clearing and settlement through banks and existing payment systems. It falls clearly short of providing an alternative banking service as senders can only initiate a Western Union payment with cash in hand and no credit can be drawn upon for payment services unlike with current accounts which have overdraft services. 141 Although many new payment interfaces operate at only an initiation level, the competition they offer can improve user experience and efficiency, although the cost of bank-based clearing and settlement may not significantly change.
Other businesses have also forayed into the payments market where there may be a financial service element generated by business activities. For example, stored value cards that are used for public transportation services are turning into payment cards leveraging upon smart technology already in them. NETS flashpay or Octopus pay, public transport cards used in Singapore and Hong Kong 142 are increasingly being used as payment cards for merchandise. Although at one level these new payment interfaces are not decoupled from the banking sector and have not, like M-PESA created an alternative payment system altogether, they have created opportunities for bank competition such as in Hong Kong. In the case of NETS flashpay in Singapore, the stored value cards are issued by the clearing banks in Singapore and approved for use to pay for public transport. The loading, use and transfer of stored value in these cards are actually linked to the existing bank-based clearing and settlement architecture, 143 although they offer a new interface for payment in competition with debit and credit cards. In the case of Octopus pay, the stored value cards are issued by a company Octopus Cards Limited which is a subsidiary of a bank holding company initially incorporated by all the major transport operators in Hong Kong as a joint venture. The economies of scale that entail from mass adoption of these cards has enabled Octopus to gain recognition as a 'bank' with a limited licence, hence offering some competition against incumbent banks. The Octopus card can be used to pay merchants, and competes as a payment initiation service with debit and credit cards. 144 However, the loading and use of stored value in the card is plugged into the bank-based clearing and settlement architecture (and credit card architecture as automatic reloading by a user's bank account or credit card can be enabled).
It may be argued that peer-to-peer payment models are necessary to provide truly disruptive competition for existing payment systems. A peer-to-peer model could constitute a closed payment system on its own, achieving payment initiation, verification, clearing and settlement. At a small scale, the Octpus Oe pay system seems to achieve that as users can make peer-to-peer payments using a mobile phone number. This is however supported by Standard Chartered Bank and is open only to the bank's customers. 145 In this case Standard Chartered internalises the issues of clearing and settlement by checking and updating its internal ledger, and acts as a 'mini' payment system. This is similar to the payment system of the Euro-giro 146 which is a post-office based network for transfers of retail payment. Clearing and settlement are initially based on mutual accounts held by each Eurogiro member. This is now streamlined so that the Deutsche PostBank has become the settlement venue for Euro-giro transfers. In sum, peer-to-peer payment systems can constitute alternative 'mini' payment systems, but they are currently bank-based. The advent of the distributed ledger technology may present opportunities for further scaling of peer-to-peer payment systems, but their possibilities and limitations are discussed in Section B.
Have Paypal and Alipay gone further to challenge the incumbent payment architecture by providing truly large scale peer-to-peer payment systems? Paypal allows users to link bank account and credit/debit card information to their paypal account in order to initiate payment to other users. However users receiving payments can maintain balances on their paypal accounts. In this way, customers can make peer-to-peer payments using their Paypal balances like a current account, cannot be achieved. The user may pay another user with the balance, but both incur the clearing and settlement risk as paypal routes the payment through the established systems for clearing and settlement. Only where a user's balance has cleared and settled, and such a balance is used to pay into another user's paypal account that a truly peer-to-peer payment has been achieved. 148 Hence we see Paypal acting as much more of a payment initiation service plugging into existing clearing and settlement infrastructure than a fully substitutive payment architecture. Nevertheless Paypal is regarded as a bank within the definition of credit institution 149 in the EU as the maintenance of paypal balances is tantamount to deposit-taking. It is authorised in Luxembourg but does not enjoy the status of a peer clearing bank.
Alipay is an innovative way to facilitate the e-commerce of sale of goods in China by providing a delivery-versus-payment system. Users of Alipay fund their Alipay accounts via their bank accounts, debit or credit cards 150 in order to pay for goods purchased online. In order to protect consumers from non-delivery of goods, Alipay keeps buyers' funds in escrow until they confirm that the goods they have bought are successfully delivered. Funds are then released to credit the seller's Alipay account. Like Paypal, Alipay acts as a payment initiation service. Ultimate clearing and settlement, i.e. from buyer to buyer's Alipay account and from seller's Alipay account to seller's bank account would have to be carried out by the bank-based clearing and settlement architecture. However, the escrow service means that Alipay accounts would be actually funded as clearing and settlement would likely have been completed for funding the buyer's Alipay account pending the delivery of goods. Hence Alipay is able to facilitate peer-to-peer payments between accounts. Further, the escrow system means that large idle balances may be sitting in Alipay at any one time, and opportunities arise for Alipay to offer financial services to its users such as investing in money market funds or even in making loans. Alipay has thus become a fully authorised financial institution in China 151 and has made significant disruptive strides in becoming a new Chinese financial marketplace. However this also means that it has to be subject to the full extent of Chinese banking and investment regulation in order to meet public interest objectives in prudential management and customer protection.
Many payment innovations compete in a largely delineated space as they relate only to user initiation. Nevertheless enhanced consumer welfare can result. Payments can be made using a familiar device at home which obscures the underlying bank or credit card information, providing a sense of privacy and safety for consumers. A merchant that accepts a certain payment initiation interface may pay less fees than the interchange fees that would be levied by the card provider for direct acceptance of a credit or debit card. These outcomes are not insignificant improvements for the consumer experience, and pro-competition regulation facilitates such commercially-driven benefits. Further, the competitive impact from PISPs generates beneficial responses from the incumbent banking industry which also seeks to up its game. For example, banks have made online 148 banking much easier and accessible to use, and UK banks in the 'Faster Payments' arrangement discussed earlier offer users the certainty of almost immediate transfers settled via RTGS in a retail framework. Banks and card providers have also joined the innovation chase, for example, in developing 'contactless' technology.
152 Debit or credit cards can now be waved before a contactless terminal at merchants' points of sale for payments usually under £25, improving the speeds of transactions while mitigating risk.
Although 'payment initiation service providers' are recognised as a distinct industry under the Payment Services Directive and their rights to access bank account information and verify availability of funds are safeguarded, Górka 153 suggests that their inability to fully penetrate clearing and settlement systems could paradoxically augment anti-competitive effects. This is because PISPs indeed extend the reach of existing bank or card payment systems by channelling payments ultimately to the incumbent clearing and settlement systems. 154 However such a phenomenon can be consistent with the need for certain trusted institutions in achieving settlement and finality in payment systems. 155 We also do not think PISPs are incentivised in terms of business interests to carry out infrastructural investment into setting up alternative clearing and settlement structures to fully penetrate the payment architecture. This is far more costly than plugging into the established architecture, which as discussed in Section A, is maintained as public infrastructure. Mandatory regulation in the EU safeguards non-discriminatory access by PISPs into the payment architecture, further reinforcing the status quo. However in some cases we see how peer-to-peer payment models have grown, such as in the case of Paypal and Alipay, the latter being an example of significant disruption that can be introduced to the existing financial markets.
The delineated competition space for most PISPs is not exactly to be lamented as they are concomitantly subject to lighter regulation than the full gamut of prudential regulation applied to account service providers (ASPSPs, usually banks). Further PISPs are also subject to less onerous consumer protection regulation as account service providers bear the allocation of risk in mistaken or negligent transfers beyond £50 (discussed under retail payments systems in Section A), not PISPs. 156 The delineated competition space is proportionate to the lower level of public interest expectations imposed on them. We think however that emerging economies experiencing high growth in the market for PISPs would still need to address the rising importance of consumer protection as a public good, as a backlash in consumer confidence could occur if their rights in risk allocation become unpredictable with new payment interfaces. In this respect the clarification and harmonisation of rights for consumers vis a vis all types of payment service providers under the Payment Services Directive 2 is an achievement, but this is not necessarily the case in other jurisdictions. 157 We turn next to virtual currencies.
Virtual Currencies
The development of e-commerce has also stimulated thinking into whether exchange of value can be made in terms of e-money, as privately arisen tokens of value recognised by, for example, the online shopping community. As in barter economies, there is nothing preventing one from recognising the value in whatever goods/services sought to be exchanged. However negotiable instruments that are credible and widely accepted make commerce more efficient, and ultimately this has evolved into state-backed currency as both legal tender and token of value. 158 This is not to say that state-backed currency is an immutable institution, as there could be efficiency and public policy reasons to support privately issued currencies, such as the denationalised currency concept championed by Hayek. 159 Privately issued currencies such as virtual currencies could compete with or be complimentary to state-backed currencies. Commentators identify areas where virtual currencies could be of greatest benefit: such as in oppressed countries where there may be arbitrary expropriation of monies and assets; in developing economies where currency values are less stable; 160 where unbanked peoples may benefit from financial inclusion 161 as bitcoin and blockchain technology can offer a low cost and reliable form of payment transfer; 162 where micropayments may be made for unconventional purposes such as micro-donations or just giving someone a 'kudos'; 163 and for circulation within closed networks such as online gaming ecosystems. 164 Privately issued currencies such as bitcoin 165 are supported by the blockchain as a transaction facilitating technology, but the latter may be regarded as an innovation with distinct implications other than being used for virtual currency transactions. This Section will now focus on virtual currencies as currency and money.
Consistent with this article, we critically discuss virtual currencies through an institutional perspective of money and currency. Currency is a state-backed institution that provides a standard legal tender for a sovereign jurisdiction. 166 It is a Coasean efficiency institution that drives commerce and economic activity within the jurisdiction and can be regarded as a hallmark of sovereign identity. However, what is really important about state-backed currency is its moneyness which allows it to function as a medium of exchange and store of value. 167 The moneyness of statebacked currency, 168 fundamental to government policies and to commerce and international trade, is supported by legal institutions in private commercial law as well as banking and financial regulation. Hence, central banks are devoted to policies in calibrating currency value in order to maintain confidence in the stability of the national currency. 169 However, the state or central bank are not the only ones responsible for money supply, as market demand for money would almost always outstrip what can be publicly supplied. Private creation of money via lending by credit institutions is a significant source of private money supply and it is regarded as economically efficient to allow this role as private creation of money is readier to meet economic needs. 170 However, privately created money is a highly regulated activity, 171 for both the interests of efficiency as well as macro-stability and public policy, and is ultimately based on statebacked currency. State-backed currency entails predictable parameters of risk management for credit institutions, and is arguably the necessary precondition for the creation of such private money. The institution of money denominated in state-backed currency serves public policy purposes in efficiency, social confidence and legitimacy. It is against this context that the role of virtual currencies is to be appraised. 172 As Evans has argued, payment senders and receivers have little incentive to use a currency whose moneyness is sub-optimal, such as where currency is not widely accepted or where the value of the currency is unstable. 173 Virtual currencies such as bitcoin or ethereum, whose value is not supported by the equivalent of a central bank, fluctuates according to market demand, 174 which can be highly speculative. 175 Further, virtual currencies are not yet widely accepted, as they are not supported by the institutional set-up of clearing and settlement, 176 which, as we will shortly discuss, is not necessarily made up for by the blockchain technology. The moneyness of virtual currencies is also affected by the legal institutions that protect rights in relation to money. Low and Teo 177 discuss how physical money can be protected against theft and misappropriation via criminal, tort and property laws, and money 'stored' with custodians (such as banks or other borrowers) is protected via creditors' rights. Indeed where banks are concerned, depositors are protected by state guarantee in the form of deposit protection 178 and where investment is concerned, such protection is proprietary in nature even if the money cannot be traced. 179 It is uncertain if users of virtual currencies enjoy like protections as the way they are stored raises certain problems, heightening users' legal risks. Virtual currency users have to store their currency (which is code) in digital wallets (which are programmes) on their computers, or on virtual currency exchanges online. Both means of storage are susceptible to cyber attacks, 180 as an individual's computer can be hacked and safety of the digital wallet compromised, and so can virtual currency exchanges. Mt Gox, a then-prominent bitcoin exchange 181 failed after a serious attack. As the virtual currency is code, it is uncertain whether such code can be altered. This can seriously undermine criminal, tortious or proprietary enforcement, if indeed the trail of the theft can be identified. It is also uncertain if a victim can mount a creditor's claim against an exchange like Mt Gox, as it is far from clear if the legal regime for bank deposits or investment funds should apply at all. Such a claim would certainly be futile if the exchange becomes insolvent, as was the case with Mt Gox, as established insolvency laws and their administration may also not extend to such an entity.
It may be argued that the development of a governance order can take place from the bottom-up to deal with the private rights and risks in virtual currencies. For example, in an attack against a Distributed Autonomous Organisation in 2016 which saw a third of the value of stored ethereum siphoned off by hackers, 182 the founders of the ethereum virtual currency intervened to reverse the illegitimate transactions so that holders could 'recover' their ether and treat the attack as if it never happened. However such ad hoc decisions of risk allocation are not made pursuant to any established order of governance. The decision was also not universally supported by the user community as some saw the reversal as being contrary to the original spirit of the distributed ledger technology (to be discussed shortly). Virtual currencies are at the moment not supported by any institutions that safeguard their moneyness. As will be discussed in relation to distributed ledger technologies below, virtual currency innovators have focused singularly on preventing double spending as the key and only user protection and have not addressed other risks. In sum, the appeal of virtual currencies is not likely to be widespread or substitutive in nature, given the credibility, relative stability, social acceptance of and legal infrastructure supporting many state-backed currencies.
In this context, the likely users of such virtual currencies are likely for fringe, niche or illicit purposes. A number of commentators discuss the anti-establishment ideology in bitcoin as unshackled from central bank control and the politics of state-backed currency, that can promote financial inclusion and empowerment of groups left behind by the advances in modern capitalism and financialisation. 183 However, such an ideological anchor for the acceptance and legitimacy of virtual currencies would mean that use is likely confined in certain closed communities, 184 or for niche purposes such as financial inclusion of the unbanked. 185 In the alternative, adopters of virtual currencies wish to evade the regulated institutions for transfers of value because there may be illicit transactions involved, 186 such as the use of bitcoin for the purchase of illegal drugs on Silk Road, or where money laundering may be implicated. 187 These implications undermine social acceptance of virtual currencies and their legitimacy, as they are seen as anti-social and devices for legal arbitrage.
Further there are a few more impediments to wide social acceptance and legitimacy for virtual currencies. Virtual currencies like bitcoin and ether are lines of code which are open source. On the one hand, anyone can propose to modify the code and majority decision-making by the coding community ensures that only the version most users want prevails. On the other hand, if there is divided opinion on proposed modifications to code, then 'forking' can occur which undermines the network effects of a virtual currency. Further, ordinary users are unlikely to have a voice in the technology of virtual currencies and their developments. The technological development of virtual currencies, although open-source, is led by the coding community. This is referred to as the only because of the arbitrage nature of virtual currencies. 196 However, regulatory legitimacy will not be able to address issues such as the lack of stability in value. Further, if forking occurs in a virtual currency, it would become uncertain as to the licensed status of any particular version. Hence, it is surmised that virtual currencies, even when put on the level playing field, is unlikely to compete with state-backed currency in the same arenas. There may however be dedicated communities of technologically conversant and fringe users.
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Distributed Ledger/Organisation Technologies
The technology that arose to support bitcoin transactions, i.e. distributed ledger technology (DLT), is poised to become the most promising disruptive innovation in fintech. DLT supports the transfer of bitcoin through a peer-to-peer network by instituting a distributed consensus methodology for validating transactions and preventing double-spending. First, a transfer is broadcast to the community of nodes (computers linked up to the peer-to-peer network). Volunteer 'miners' then compete to solve the cryptographic puzzles relating to the transfer in order to validate it, and only the proof of work voted upon by at least 51% of the nodes is accepted as valid. Upon such validation, the transfer is sealed as a block added to a public chain of validated transactions, which becomes the authoritative ledger. As the chain grows in blocks, the longest chain is taken as the ultimate ledger as approved by majority of the nodes. The DLT is devised as a key means to prevent double spending of virtual currency and its proof-of-work and majority consensus requirements ensure that the ledger maintains robust integrity and is difficult to compromise. 198 The DLT also seems to offer efficient processing of transactions. Miners work in a decentralised manner, and are incentivised by payment in the virtual currency to carry out proof of work. It is estimated that verification by miners on average takes about 10 minutes.
The disruptive potential lies in the DLT's decentralised yet (apparently) authoritative nature. The use of DLT could potentially minimise the need for centralised custodians, verifying agents and centralised institutions in general in financial transactions. For example, in securities transactions, perhaps DLT could facilitate straight through processing for transfers of securities without having to go through custodians and clearing and settlement facilities and reconciliation on different brokers' internal ledgers. In payment transactions perhaps DLT could allow payor and payee to transact, and cryptographic technology would provide the means of verification, clearing and final settlement, so that payment becomes faster, more efficient and indeed safer, as decentralised payment records are simultaneously adjusted and form one single authoritative record that is indelible. 199 This could indeed disrupt the settlement and finality architecture that has remained firmly entrenched in the hands of the network of peer clearing entities.
The exploration of DLT is still emerging and the above visions are not necessarily unsound. DLT could indeed bring about institutional change for payment systems if the truly decentralised governance underlying the DLT changes the basis of social confidence and trust, from centralised and professionalised clearing and settlement 200 to decentralised and technology-led, automated systems. It is also possible that such institutional change may fail to gain traction but the DLT can nevertheless be integrated into existing institutions. The first possibility would need to be supported by not just efficiency persuasions but also ideological ones. The second is largely based on efficiency persuasions alone.
For the first possibility, commentators highlight the need to accept the full ideological underpinnings of the DLT which is based on decentralised consensus and disruption of existing centers of authority and power. 201 DLT requires us to accept that its alternative institution is 'trustless trust', as decentralised participants do not need to trust each other, 202 but trust in the automated capacities of cryptographic technology in effecting transactions, achieving indelibility and irreversibility in the ledger.
Such institutional change or migration may be resisted on a number of grounds. First, the distributed ledger technology is not flawless. A validated transaction may only be added as a block to the ledger chain if a miner's proof of work receives 51% of the nodes' votes. It was initially thought to be impossible for anyone to control 51% of the nodes as this requires vast computing power. However, colluding groups of nodes could reach the threshold, and indeed the virtual currency Krypton was undermined by such a 51% 'attack' which was aimed at unravelling transactions in order to facilitate double spending. 203 Besides not fully being able to outlaw double spending risks, the distributed ledger technology is not able to deal with other risks and frauds 204 such as theft discussed in relation to virtual currencies above. Indeed in dealing with such risks, the indelibility and irreversibility qualities of the ledger become a handicap as the 'purist' maintenance of these qualities must result in private losses being borne where they fall.
Social trust in a system of 'trustless trust' will be undermined in the absence of a governance order in terms of risk allocation, as discussed in relation to consumer protection regulation in retail payments. As it stands, Low and Teo rightly point out that the DLT developers' singular focus on avoiding the double spending problem is narrow-minded and has not addressed a full range of institutional issues that are required to maintain social trust and confidence in the system. 205 Evans also highlight the need for governance norms in automated decentralised systems as the systems comprise communities that need certain standards and norms of order. 206 Technology does not alone sustain the system as the human input underlying the technology is not robotically predictable. For example, the assumption that there is always and only one authoritative ledger can be undermined if a group of nodes fundamentally disagree and are determined to maintain an alternative ledger, causing a fork. This has indeed taken place with respect to the virtual currency ethereum. 207 Such forks bring into question the nature of any claims and rights that depend on the ledger record for their existence and proof, and can pose serious legal risks for users. Hence, there needs to be a governance system in place in order to determine the nature and extent of rights and claims based on conflicting ledgers. This is the role played by regulation in payment systems and commentators are of the view that functionally equivalent institutions of governance 208 are needed to prevent abuse and anarchy in a distributed ledger system. 209 Governance should not be in the hands of coding experts alone as they may not have governance expertise, 210 such as in determining the allocation of risks and rights and the extent of consumer protection needed. Coding experts may also lack financial and legal expertise in understanding the nature of the financial claims and rights that need to be verified. For example, a ledger that serves the purposes of recording security interests, such as in the rehypothecation market, must be able to accommodate a type of 'double spending', as security interests can be collaterised more than once. In the rehypothecation market, banks and financial institutions sell and repurchase highly liquid existing payment architecture. The use of such permissioned ledgers do not, at a high level, look vastly different from the existing institutions of payment architecture, which is led by a coterie of peer clearing entities. Perhaps the use of permissioned ledgers may open up the space for joining the coterie. However we do not see the eclipse of centralised forms of verification for such systems, ie the institutions of central bank support and the institution of regulatory oversight for the public interest aspects of the payment infrastructure.
Ultimately there are efficiency as well as political reasons to resist total institutional change in payment systems based on the DLT. First, it would only be efficient and least disruptive that any adoption of the DLT is engaged with the interoperability issues with existing systems, 217 but this also means that vested interests in the existing payment systems would be in prime position to determine how DLT is to be proprietised, commercialised and ultimately implemented. 218 This ensures that DLT would likely be an incremental technological change for efficiency improvement 219 in payment processing, such as in Santander's experiment with using DLT in reducing the clearing and settlement of foreign currency transfers to 1 business day. We do not see DLT bringing about fundamental ideological shifts for institutional migration away from the established tenets of payment systems. Perhaps this is why in exploring the use of DLT in financial services more generally, the UK Financial Conduct Authority has curiously omitted discussing payment services, 220 choosing to focus on DLT in the areas of record-keeping such as in relation to client monies and assets, information collation and reporting for various compliance purposes, database creation such as for the reinsurance market and smart contracts such as in relation to investment management. We remain in need of resolving the governance and operational risks posed by DLT in payment services, even in permissioned ledgers. Hence it would seem inefficient to move away from the established institutions in large value and retail payment systems that have served both commercial objectives and public good.
C. Conclusion
This article has taken an institutional perspective of payment systems to analyse what existing institutions underpin today's payment infrastructure in many parts of the world. We see authoritative settlement based on central bank support as being essential for both large value and retail payment systems and the importance of consumer protection regulation for retail payment systems in the EU, UK and US. These institutions foster Coasean efficiencies in the essential coordinations that need to take place for clearing and settlement, and provide a public good infrastructure that entails social confidence and trust. The 'settled' states of these institutions are not necessarily in need of competitive disruption nor should market competition be regarded as a panacea for outstanding issues for improvement. We critically discuss payment innovations against the institutional perspective of payment systems and suggest that while competition at certain levels are likely to bring social benefits through commercial developments, the maintenance of public interest objectives would necessarily delineate the scope of competition. This is not necessarily undesirable in light of the public policy needs for a stable and efficient public infrastructure and the social needs of confidence and trust in a predictable and regulated payment system that meets commercial and social expectations such as in consumer protection.
